
Recover any email regardless of age, source or destination. 
Have confidence that your data cannot be deleted, changed
or lost with immutable archive. 
Get unlimited archiving storage for users. Supports archiving
of non-active users.
Simplify legacy archive migration into the cloud. 

Archiving on Microsoft Azure is SMX's highly available,
scalable and cost-effective solution.

A secure, scalable, reliable archiving solution, giving you
seamless migration, minimal downtime, and complete

assurance over the protection of your data.

SMX
Archiving

Get unrivalled reliability and user-friendliness with powerful features to make
your email, secure, efficient and scalable, while meeting any compliance
obligations. Extending the functionality of SMX 365, SMX Archiving solution is
an easy to implement email archiving and a compliance platform. 

Make email management secure, efficient and scalable
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Minimise risk. Meet requirements. Avoid contestability.

Running in the background, SMX Archiving seamlessly and automatically archives all
emails sent and received by the organisation.

Access and recover data swiftly
Meet compliance requirements
No hidden costs. Easy per user, per month subscription

Works seamlessly with Microsoft 365 and provides protection levels needed by large
organisations, ISPs and government departments.
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Contact us

sales@smxemail .com
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0800 769 769   
1800 476  976   
+64 9 302 0515
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SMX Archiving - How it works:

Get in touch to learn more about
our industry-leading products,
processes and people. 
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Keeps a copy of every
message processed

through the 
SMX system.

Creates a unified
archive via multiple
filters, RBLS, global

security policies 
and customer

policies.

User-friendly
dashboard to push,
validate, ingest and

report on legacy
archive migration.

Unified searching
across active
mailboxes, 

archive and legacy
archive.

Priced on a per
user/per month

subscription. For
import and storage
costs take a look at
our SMX Migration

Tools.

Additional language
options, as well as

English

Full regulatory and
standards 

compliance.
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